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Later this summer, the Solheim Cup
returns to America’s fairways for
the spirited competition
that brings a huge
following from
across the
Atlantic Ocean.
Just4Golf is
licensed to offer
fun and patriotic
head covers to
show your support
for our women. The knit
head covers are double-faced
intarsia made with spandex for
durability, which means these
head covers will last with your
memories of the 2017 Solheim Cup.
www.just4golf.com

Let the Games Begin

Game in
Hand

Fourteen Golf is known
among golf insiders as genuine
innovators. The Japanese company’s
story began in 1981. Scott Simpson used
Fourteen Golf irons to win the 1987 U.S.
Open, and one of the first utility irons was
unveiled.
Fast forward to 2017—Fourteen
Golf is in the bag of numerous
PGA Tour stars. Any major
OEM cannot match the
handmade artisanship of
the company. The latest
offering is the HI-877
Utility Club. It is hard
to miss with its yellow
body; golf shots share
the same hard-to-miss fate.
The HI-877 has the forgiveness
of a hybrid club, yet offers the
playability of a long iron. The set-up and
swing mirror a mid-iron, so confidence drives each
shot, whether from a tight lie or thick rough.
$350   www.fourteengolf.com

14 is a Magic Number

Leupold’s new GX-1i3
and GX-2i3 golf rangefinders
feature an improved ergonomic design that
makes them fit like a glove in the palm of a hand.
Moreover, the company has Digitally eNhanced Accuracy
engine and infrared laser delivers faster measurements with increased
accuracy. While most GPS measuring devices are handy, they pale in
accuracy compared to Leupold’s Pin Hunter 3 Laser Technology to lock
onto flagsticks with precision and promptness.
The GX-1i3 is tournament legal with line-of-sight distance measurements.
For more bells and whistles, the GX-2i3 (shown) features the True Golf
Range that suggests a “plays like” distance that factors in altitude and
playing conditions. The device also includes Leupold’s programmable Club
Selector. Both features can be disabled to meet tournament restrictions.
GX-1i3 $374.99   GX-2i3 $419.99   www.leupold.com

Callaway’s Epic driver takes Big Bertha
over the wall and into your hands
for longer drives. Epic drivers
feature Jailbreak, a new ball
speed technology that changes
the clubhead’s behavior at
impact. Jailbreak incorporates
two bars within the clubhead
to provide stability at impact.
Positioned between the club’s sole
and crown, this design combination
produces a vibrant response between
the face, crown, and sole.
In addition to an over-the-wall internal
design, Epic’s adjustable weighting affords golfers
the convenience of easy adjustments to influence ball flight.
The sliding weight track system has been improved to deliver 22
percent more shot-shape correction than last year’s Epic driver.
Big Bertha is on the lam, so check out Jailbreak technology if
you need a little distance between you and the posse.
$499   www.callawaygolf.com

Jailbreak from the Tee Box

Cobra Golf has a solution for
erratic golf swings for junior
golfers. Cobra’s in-house testing
showed that the one-length
approach to iron sets was
universally beneficial for juniors.
The Junior F7 One irons are
engineered with the length and
weighting of a 7-iron throughout
the set. The F7 One Length junior
irons promote consistency in setup and execution. PWRSHELL,
Cobra’s thinner face/sole
structure, increases each iron’s
sweet spot and delivers more
distance. If your 13- to 15-yearold is ready to build a better
game, the Junior F7 One irons
are the right tool for job.
The five-piece set includes
5-iron, 7-iron, 9-iron, and a
pitching wedge. The graphite
Fujikura Fuel Jr. shafts are built to
a length of 36.25 inches, with
red, white, and blue Lampkin
EDPM REL grips.
$449   www.cobragolf.com

One Length One Swing

Whether it is tossing a
towel on the morning dew
or pegging a tee into
the wet turf, golfers have
a variety of strategies to
keep their grips dry. Usually,
it becomes a hassle when you
are trying to focus on your next
shot. Grip-Dry is a clever, pocket-sized
solution that keeps your grips dry. Simply snap the disc onto the
shaft of your club, and then set it on the fringe. Retrieval is also a
snap – just hook a club under the disc and lift. Necessity breeds
invention, and this one is affordable and simple!
$12.95   www.gripdry.com

Above the Dew
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